The publication of John B. Watson's (1913) Psychology as the Behaviorist ViausIt signaled the beginning of an era of psychological research dominated by the search for controlling variables, the variables that control behavior. Behavioral psychologists started looking for these variables in the organism's environment. Cognitive psychologists are now looking for these variables in the organism's mind (or brain). But in both cases the search is for controlling variables, the variables that cause organisms to behave as they do. This preoccupation with controlling variables may be one reason psychologists have paid so little attention to a theory of behavior that focuses on the variables that are controlled by behavior. The theory is called perceptual control theory (PCT), and its basic assumption is that behavior is organized around the control of perceptual variables (Powers, 1973a) .
Purpose and control
PCT was developed to explain the purposeful behavior of organisms (Marken, 1990) . Purposeful behavior involves producing consistent results in a world where unpredictable disturbances make such consistency highly unlikely (Old Faithful notwithstanding). For example, a person sipping tea is producing a consistent result-the sips-despite represents the control system itself; the lower part of the figure represents the system's environment. The most important aspect of the environment is the controlled variable (q,). The thermostat's controlled variable is room temperature; the tea drinker's controlled variable is distance from cup to lips.
The state of the controlled variable is influenced by other variables in the environment, which include independent influences on qi, called disturbances (4,and the actions of the control system itself, called outputs ( q J . Room temperature is influenced by disturbances, such as variations in outdoor air temperature, and by the outputs of the thermostat itself: the variations in the amount of heat generated by the furnace. The distance from cup to lips is influenced by disturbances, such as the variations in the location of the mouth, and by the outputs of the tea drinker herself: the forces exerted on the cup as it is lifted to the 'lips.
The controlled variable is represented inside the control system as a perceptual signal (p) .This perceptual signal is the output of a transducer, called the input function, which converts variable aspects of the control system's environment into signals inside the control system itself. The perceptual signal is continuously compared to a reference signal (r) that specifies the target or intended value of the perceptual signal. The comparator computes the difference between the reference and perceptual signals (r-p) ;this difference is the error signal ( e ).The error signal causes, via the output function, the outputs that have effects on the controlled variable. The variables in a control system trace out a closed loop of cause and effect. Variables in any part of this loop have effects that feed back on themselves. Moreover, the feedback effects of variables in this loop tend to cancel themselves out, a process called negative feedback. The result of this negative feedback process is that the perceptual signal is brought to and maintained at a fixed or variable reference state by the outputs of the system, protected from the effects of disturbance. So the behavior of a negative feedback control system is properly described as control of perception (Powers, 1973a) . When a perception is controlled, the environmental correlate of that perception-the controlled variable-is also controlled.
Controlled variables and behavior
A control system can produce some rather complex-looking behavior. For example, the thermostat turns the furnace on and off for varying amounts of time, producing a complex pattern of furnace-actuating behavior. One approach to understanding this behavior is to try to discover its causes. But control system behavior cannot be understood in cause-effect terms because cause-effect relationships ignore the possible existence of variables that the system might be controlling (Marken, 1993; Powers, 1973b) . For example, the apparent cause-effect relationship between window opening and furnace actuating does not reveal the fact that the thermostat is controlling room temperature. The same cause-effect relationship would be seen if the thermostat were controlling some other variable, such as relative humidity. Indeed, this cause-effect relationship would be seen even if the thermostat were controlling nothing at all; furnace actuating behavior could be caused by a switch that is turned on when the window is opened and off when it is closed.
Control system behavior can be properly understood only in terms of controlled variables. Once you know that the system is controlling a particular variable, you can predict its behavior with great accuracy. Much of the apparent complexity of control system behavior results from the fact that the system's outputs mirror the effects of disturbances to the controlled variable (Powers, 1978) . Complex behavior is seen in environments where disturbances produce complex effects on controlled variables. For example, a complex pattern of furnace-actuating behavior is seen in an environment where disturbances (such as windows opening and closing, people entering and leaving the room) produce a complex pattern of effects on the variable the thermostat is controlling: room temperature. The discovery of controlled variables (such as room temperature) therefore can provide a simple and elegant explanation of what may appear to be very complex behavior.
Noticing controlled variables
Controlled variables are the central feature of purposeful behavior, but they have gone largely unnoticed in the behavioral sciences. This may be because controlled variables are difficult to notice under ordinary circumstances. For example, if you did not already know that a thermostat controls room temperature, it would be difficult to notice that room temperature is being controlled by the thermostat's behavior. What is noticed is the thermostat's reaction to stimuli such as a cold blast of air from an opened window. What is not noticed is the controlled variable itself, the room temperature, which changes little.
Controlled variables are hard to notice under ordinary circumstances precisely because these variables do not react to stimuli (disturbances). It is harder to notice something that does not happen (such as the almost nonexistent response of the controlled variable to disturbances) than something that does (such as the control system's marked response to any disturbance to the controlled variable, a response that prevents the disturbance from having much effect on the controlled variable).
Although it is hard to notice controlled variables, it is not impossible. A good approach to noticing controlled variables is to try to look at behavior from the point of view of the control system itself. For example, if you did not know that the thermostat was controlling room temperature you might be able to figure it out by asking yourself what the thermostat might be trying to perceive by turning the furnace on shortly after the window is opened and off shortly after it is closed. Putting yourself in the thermostat's shoes (or housing) might help you realize that the thermostat is trying to perceive a constant room temperature; room temperature is a controlled variable.
Similarly, you could put yourself into the paws of Pavlov's dog and ask what you might be trying to perceive by salivating when dry food is placed in your mouth. Perhaps you are trying to feel food that is wet, smooth, and easy to swallow rather than food that is dry, sticky, and difficult to swallow; the texture of the food might be a controlled variable. Or you could put yourself behind the nose of Skinner's rat and ask what you might be trying to perceive by quickly repeating the bar press that just gained you a food pellet. Perhaps you are trying to perceive food pellets arriving as quickly as possible; the rate of food pellet delivery might be a controlled variable.
The test for the controlled variable
When behavior is viewed in terms of controlled (rather than controlling) variables, an important question immediately presents itself: How do you determine whether a variable that seems to be under control actually is under control? How do you know whether the thermostat is controlling room temperature? How do you know whether Pavlov's dog is controlling the texture of the food placed in its mouth? How do you know whether Skinner's rats are controlling the rate of food pellet delivery? The problem is that the variables that are being controlled are perceptual variables. To know what a control system is controlling, it seems that you would have to be able to perceive what the control system is perceiving, which is obviously impossible.
Fortunately, a very simple procedure, based on PCT, can be used to determine whether a variable that can be perceived by an observer corresponds to a variable that is being controlled by a control system (Marken, 1997) . The procedure, called the test for the controlled variable (TCV), involves applying a disturbance to a possible controlled variable and looking for lack of effect of the disturbance. For example, we can test whether a thermostat is controlling room temperature by applying a disturbance, such as a blast of cold air, and looking to see whether it has the expected effect: lowering the room temperature. If room temperature, which is perceived by the observer as the reading MARKEN of a thermometer, is under control, the disturbance will have little or no effect; the room temperature reading stays about the same.
The same type of test can be used to determine whether a tea drinker is controlling the distance from cup to lips. The test is done by applying a disturbance, such as a gentle push on the cup, and looking to see whether it has the expected effect: increasing the distance between cup and lips. If distance between cup and lips is under control, the disturbance will have little or no effect: The distance between cup and lips stays about the same.
A properly conducted TCV involves applying many different disturbances, all of which would have an effect on the hypothetical controlled variable if that variable were not under control. Although it is impossible to prove that a variable is unquestionably under control, it is possible to conduct tests until one becomes very confident that the variable is under control. If every disturbance that should have an effect on the variable does not, then one can be almost certain that the variable is under control.
The view from center field
The PCT approach to understanding behavior, which is based on the TCV, is rarely seen in psychological research. A notable exception occurs in research aimed at determining how baseball outfielders catch fly balls. The behavior under study is quite familiar: When the ball is hit in the air, the outfielder runs to the spot where the ball will land and (usually) catches it. The conventional approach to understanding this behavior would be aimed at finding its causes; it would try to determine what variables guide the fielder to the spot where the ball lands. The PCT approach to understanding fly ball catching behavior is aimed at finding controlled variables; it tries to determine what variables, if controlled, would result in our seeing the fielder move to the spot where the ball lands. Chapman (1968, p. 870) proposed that an outfielder can get to the spot where a fly ball lands by running "so as to maintain a constant speed of increase of tan a [the tangent of the optical angle of the ball relative to home plate as seen by the fielder] ."Although he did not describe it this way, Chapman was proposing a hypothesis about a perceptual variable that the fielder might be controlling to get to the spot where the ball can be caught.
Chapman's hypothesis was that the rate of change in tan a (a variable called optical velocity) is a controlled variable. This was an ingenious proposal, based on the observation that optical velocity is constant (and positive) when a fly ball is hit directly to the fielder. The fielder's behavior (running towards or away from the ball as it flies through the air), according to Chapman, is a side effect of the control of perception; the perception being controlled is the rate of change of the projection of the image of the ball on the eye.
Chapman was making a guess about what fly ball catching behavior might look like from the fielder's perspective. From the observer's perspective, fly ball catching looks like a pattern of running movements that bring the fielder to the spot where the ball lands. From the fielder's perspective, according to Chapman, fly ball catching looks like a ball that is rising at a constant rate (constant positive optical velocity).
A proper test of Chapman's hypothesis requires use of the TCV, which involves applying disturbances to the hypothetical controlled variable and looking to see whether these disturbances have an effect. If optical velocity is under control then disturbances will be seen to have little effect; optical velocity will remain nearly constant despite disturbances that should cause it to change. To perform such a test it is necessary to apply disturbances to optical velocity while monitoring this variable to see whether these disturbances have an effect.
It is possible to disturb optical velocity by hitting fly balls in different trajectories relative to the outfielder. Each trajectory will result in a constantly changing optical velocity unless the fielder does something (runs in the appropriate direction) to keep optical velocity constant. Most tests of Chapman's hypothesis use different fly ball trajectories as disturbances, but nearly all these tests have failed to apply these disturbances while monitoring the hypothesized controlled variable itself: optical velocity. The first test of Chapman's hypothesis in which the hypothetical controlled variable was directly observed while disturbances were applied was done by McBeath, Shaffer, and Kaiser (1995) . McBeath et al. (1995) hit fly balls to a fielder, who caught them while carrying a shoulder-mounted video camera. The videotaped view of the fly balls provided a record of what the fielder saw while running to catch the ball. The record is a plot of the optical position of the ball at 1/30-s intervals during each catch. An analysis of this record shows that optical velocity (size of the change in the optical elevation of the ball relative to home plate during each interval) remains nearly constant regardless of the trajectory of the fly ball. So optical velocity passes the TCV, this hypothetical controlled variable remains nearly constant despite disturbances (the different fly ball trajectories) that should cause it to change.
Optical velocity, optical acceleration, and linear optical trajectory
Although optical velocity passes the TCV, it is not necessarily the variable fielders control when catching fly balls. There are alternatives that are also consistent with the data. McBeath et al. discovered one of these alternatives when they noticed another constancy in the videotape record: the linearity of the optical pattern traced out by the ball during each catch (see McBeath et al., 1995, Figure 4, p. 572) . The plot of the optical elevation of the ball for each fly ball trajectory was always close to being a straight line, which McBeath et al. called a linear optical trajectory (LOT). LOT also passes the TCV because this variable remains nearly constant (a straight line) despite disturbances that should cause it to change (curve away from a straight line).
There is at least one other possible variable fielders control when catching fly balls: optical acceleration. Many studies of fly ball catching behavior are based on the hypothesis that fielders control the rate of change in optical velocity (Babler & Dannemiller, 1993; Peper, Bootsma, Mastre, & Bakker, 1994; Dienes & McLoed, 1993) . These studies assume that fielders act to cancel (zero out) variations in the optical acceleration of the fly ball seen by the fielder. Thus, the hypothesis that fielders control optical acceleration has been called the optical acceleration cancellation (OAC) hypothesis.
Optical acceleration is the mathematical derivative of optical velocity, so one might imagine that controlling optical acceleration is equivalent to controlling optical velocity. Indeed, keeping optical acceleration at zero is equivalent to keeping optical velocity constant. But an infinite number of different constant velocities (corresponding to the different possible values of the constant of integration that is part of the integral that transforms acceleration into velocity) are consistent with an acceleration of zero. So controlling optical acceleration (keeping acceleration at zero for all trajectories) is not equivalent to controlling optical velocity (keeping velocity at the same constant value for all trajectories) ; optical acceleration and optical velocity represent two different hypotheses about the variable fielders control when catching fly balls. The McBeath et al. (1995) results are consistent with both the hypothesis that fielders maintain optical velocity at some constant nonzero value and the hypothesis that they maintain optical acceleration at zero.
Thus, there are three plausible hypotheses about the variable fielders might be controlling when they catch fly balls: optical velocity, optical acceleration, and LOT. The videotape records from the McBeath et al. (1995) study do not rule out any of the hypotheses about the controlled variable in fly ball catching behavior. There is evidence that optical velocity and acceleration remain constant and that LOT remains straight despite disturbances (different fly ball trajectories) that should affect these variables. These hypotheses represent three different views of the same behavior (fly ball catching) from the point of view of the fielder. When we watch a fielder catch a fly ball, we are watching a side effect of the fielder's efforts to keep optical velocity at some reference speed, to keep optical acceleration at zero, or to keep the optical projection of the ball falling on a straight line (LOT). We could even be watching the fielder control some combination of these variables (McBeath, Shaffer, & Kaiser, 1996) .
Choosing between different hypotheses about controlled variables
What is needed is a way to choose which one of several different hypotheses about the controlled variable is the best representation of the variable under control. The most straightforward approach is systematically to produce disturbances that should affect one variable at a time and watch to see whether the disturbances affect each of the variables. For example, it may be possible to disturb optical velocity without disturbing optical acceleration or LOT. If the disturbance affects optical velocity, then that variable can be eliminated as a hypothetical controlled variable; if not, then optical velocity remains in the pool of possible controlled variables.
The next step is to disturb optical acceleration without disturbing optical velocity or LOT. If the disturbance has an effect on optical acceleration, then that variable can be eliminated as a hypothetical controlled variable; if not, then optical acceleration remains in the pool of possible controlled variables. This process continues until all but one of the hypotheses about the possible controlled variable is eliminated.
In practice, it is not always possible to disturb one hypothetical controlled variable without disturbing others. If a disturbance has no a p parent effect on a hypothetical controlled variable it could be because this variable is indeed under control, but it could also be because this variable is related to the actual controlled variable. Variations in the hypothetical controlled variable could be confounded with variations in the actual controlled variable. For example, a disturbance to optical acceleration is also likely to be a disturbance to optical velocity. If the disturbance has no effect on optical acceleration, it may be because optical acceleration is under control. But it also may be because optical velocity is under control and the actions that protect optical velocity from the effects of the disturbance happen to protect optical acceleration from these effects as well. The variations in optical acceleration are confounded with variations in optical velocity.
Modeling control
One way to deal with the problem of confounding variables is to compare the behavior of the control system under study with that of a model of the system. One such model was developed by Dannemiller, Babler, and Babler (1996) to demonstrate problems with the LOT hypothesis.
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Dannemiller et al. built a model of fly ball catching to show that controlling LOT does not guarantee that the fielder will get to the ball in situations where fielders actually do get to the ball. The model shows that two different straight-line running paths, one of which does not get the fielder to the ball (an erroneous path), will produce a LOT. This result suggests that variations in LOT are confounded with variations in other variables that, when controlled, allow the fielder to get to the ball consistently.
The Dannemiller et al. (1996) analysis of fly ball catching is an example of the use of a descriptive model of control system behavior. The model is a mathematical description of the feedback function (the function g () ,relating q, to q, in Figure 1 ) that relates fielder behavior (running path and speed) to a possible controlled variable (LOT). The mathematical equations that make up the model show how a variable (LOT) would be affected by other variables (fly ball trajectory) if the control system (fielder) behaved in a particular way (ran in a straightline path at a particular angle and speed relative to the ball). The problem is that the real control system (fielder) may not behave in a way that is consistent with the assumptions of the model. And there is evidence that fielders do not run in the straight line paths assumed by the Dannemiller et al. model (McBeath et al., 1995; Jacobs, Lawrence, Hong, Giordano, & Giordano, 1996) . This suggests that the Dannemiller et al. (1996) model may not give a complete description of the confounding variables that exist in the study of control of LOTS.
The Dannemiller et al. (1996) model describes how a system might control a hypothetical controlled variable (such as LOT), but it does not actually control that variable. Another approach is to build a model that controls a hypothetical controlled variable. Such a model is called a generative model because it generates the behavior that keeps the hypothetical controlled variable under control. A generative model of a fielder controlling LOT, for example, would generate the behavior (such as running at a particular angle and speed relative to the ball) that keeps LOT under control. Like the descriptive model, the generative model includes a mathematical representation of the environment in which model behavior occurs and the feedback function that relates model behavior to the aspect of the environment that is being controlled (LOT). But the generative model also includes a model of the behaving system itself, a model that actually controls the proposed controlled variable.
Generative models handle confounding variables by including them in the description of the model's environment. If the model is an accurate representation of the real system, then confounding variables have the same effect on the behavior of the model as they have on the be-
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havior of the real system. If the behavior of the generative model matches that of the real system, then the model is an accurate representation of the real controller that automatically takes the effect of confounding variables into account.
A model center fielder
A generative model of fly ball catching behavior is shown in Figure  2. ' The model represents a fielder playing straightaway center who catches fly balls by controlling optical velocity. This optical velocity control model was developed only to illustrate the concept of a controlled variable in the context of a generative model of behavior. Nevertheless, the results of this modeling effort suggest that more complex hypotheses about the controlled variable-optical acceleration and LOT-may not be necessary.
In the optical velocity control model, the fielder is modeled as two control systems. One system controls vertical optical velocity, qy,which is the time change in the vertical elevation of the ball relative to home plate. The other system controls lateral optical velocity, q,, which is the time change in the lateral position of the ball relative to the fielder's direction of gaze (the model fielder always looks straight ahead). In both The differences between the time-lagged perceptual signals and the reference signals in each system are the error signals, eV and q; eV is transformed, via the output function, oV(), into the forces that move the fielder forward or backward (depending on the sign of eV); q is transformed, via the output function o,(), into the forces that move the fielder leftward or rightward (depending on the sign of q). Output forces were limited to those that produce running speeds no greater than those that can be produced by a real fielder (a maximum of 6 m/s). The control system outputs move the fielder to different positions on the field (in a coordinate system where the x-axis is a line from home plate to straightaway center and the yaxis is perpendicular to the x-axis). The fielder's x position, fx, is determined by the forward or backward motions caused by the outputs of the system controlling vertical optical velocity, q,. The fielder's y position, fy, is determined by the leftward or rightward motions caused by the outputs of the system controlling lateral optical velocity, q,. The fielder's position at any instant affects both controlled optical variables, qv and q,, via the laws of optics. These laws, which determine how the fielder's position relates to the optical projection of the ball on the fielder's eye, are represented by the lines connecting system outputs to system inputs in Figure 2 . The lines show that the fielder's x position, fx, affects both optical velocities, qv and q,, as does the fielder's y position, 4 . This means that movements in the x dimension that are aimed at control of qv are also a disturbance to q,; similarly, movements in the y dimension that are aimed at control of q, are also a disturbance to q, .
This relationship between the fielder's inputs and outputs is the feedback function that connects the outputs of both control systems to the variables controlled by these systems.
Model behavior
The model's ability to catch fly balls was tested by simulating fly balls hit in different trajectories relative to the model. The model started each catch from the same field position (defined by the initial values offx and A), which was located in straightaway center field, about 50 m from home plate. The balls were launched at a variety of realistic angles (vertical and lateral) and initial velocities (Adair, 1994) . Vertical angles ranged from 42" to 48" from horizontal. Lateral angles ranged from +20° to -20" from the line connecting the fielder to home plate. Initial velocities off the bat ranged from 21 to 25 m/s. The trajectories were limited so that most balls could be caught, given the limits on the model fielder's output (running rate) capabilities.
The behavior of the model as the fielder catches fly balls hit in four different trajectories is shown in Figure 3 The running paths on the left in Figure 3 are qualitatively similar to those observed for real fielders (see McBeath et al., 1995, Figure 3, p. 571; Jacobs et al., 1996, Figure 2A, p. 258) . Like the real fielder, the model fielder moves laterally, in a curved path, before moving forward to intercept balls hit to the left or right of the fielder's starting position. The model fielder also shows an initial reverse movement for some trajectories that is also seen in some of the running patterns of the real fielder observed by McBeath et al. (1995) . The exact shape of the model fielder's path to the ball depends on control system parameters, particularly the relative gains of the systems controlling qv and q,, and the reference (2)for vertical velocity (the larger the value of rv,the less the model fielder backs up before running to the intercept point).
The model fielder's view of the fly ball trajectories on the right in 
Comparing models
The optical velocity control model (Figure 2 ) is presented as an example of a model that generates behavior (running paths, model fielder's views of trajectories) that is qualitatively consistent with the available data on catching fly balls. The model is very similar to a model of fly ball catching developed by Tresilian (1995) . The main difference between the models is the controlled variable, which in the present model is optical velocity and in Tresilian's model is optical acceleration. A comparison of equivalent versions of the models (equivalent in terms of running speed, gain, transport lag, and other relevant parameters) showed that the behavior of a model controlling optical velocity is not the same as the behavior of a model controlling optical acceleration. The comparison showed that the acceleration control model (which was controlling for a vertical optical acceleration of zero) often overran or underran fly balls that were caught by the equivalent optical velocity control model (which was controlling for a vertical optical velocity of .4 units/s).
The problem with the acceleration control model is that its behavior depends strongly on the ball's initial optical velocity (the fielder's view of the ball's velocity as it leaves the bat). Because the model is trying to keep optical acceleration at zero, the ball's optical velocity remains near its initial value. For example, if optical velocity during the first sampling interval (when the ball leaves the bat) is .5 units/s, then the model will act to keep the velocity in the next sampling intervals near .5 units/s (constant velocity equals zero acceleration). So the optical velocity that results from controlling optical acceleration at zero can be too fast (as it would be if it were kept at .5 units/s) or too slow relative to the optimal optical velocity, which corresponds to the reference value (.4 units/ s in this case) for optical velocity. The result is that the ball sometimes falls in front of or behind the model fielder controlling acceleration even when the model fielder is successfully keeping optical acceleration at zero. These results are strong evidence that optical velocity, not acceleration, is the variable controlled by fielders catching fly balls.
The optical velocity control model also generated straight line plots (LOTs) of the fielder's view of the fly ball trajectories like those predicted by the LOT control model. These LOTs were generated for every fly ball trajectory as a side effect of controlling optical velocity. This result suggests that the LOTs observed in the McBeath et al. study may not have been a controlled variable. The observed LOTs may have been a side effect of the fielder's control of optical velocity. But the fact that LOTs are generated by the optical velocity control model is not proof that the observed LOTs are a side effect. In fact, the observed LOTs may occur because LOT is indeed a controlled variable; fielders may try to keep the optical projection of the ball moving in a straight line. What is needed is a way to test whether the observed LOTs are a controlled variable or a side effect of control of optical velocity.
The answer is blowing in the wind
It is possible to distinguish LOT as a controlled variable from LOT as a side effect of optical velocity control by introducing disturbances to the optical projection of the fly balls that will be resisted only if LOT is a controlled variable. One such disturbance is a slowly varying lateral wind that causes the ball to move away from its otherwise straight course. Such disturbances were applied to fly balls that were hit to the optical velocity control model. The results are shown in Figure 4 .
The left panel of Figure 4 shows a top view of the model fielder's paths to four different fly balls; the right panel shows the model's view of the In several cases, the path of the model fielder's view of the ball is quite curved. The model results show that a lateral wind is a fully effective disturbance to LOT (it makes the LOT curve) if the fielder is controlling optical velocity. Figure 4 constitutes a prediction of what will be seen as the fielder's view in a videotape record of fly balls caught in a lateral wind if the fielder is controlling optical velocity. If the fielder is actually controlling LOT, then the fielder's view of fly balls caught in a lateral wind will still be a straight line; the fielder will move so as so keep the winddisturbed projection of the ball falling on a straight line. If the fielder is controlling optical velocity, then the fielder's view of the ball will look like the results on the right side of Figure 4 .
Some lessons from center field
The simple PCT-based optical velocity control model handles, at least qualitatively, the existing data on fly ball catching behavior. So it seems appropriate to see what lessons about behavior can be learned from the model. The first lesson comes from watching the behavior of the model in real time. An animation of model behavior shows running patterns that appear quite realistic. The model fielder seems to be anticipating where the ball will land, planning the best path to the ball, and calculating the forces necessary to get there. It looks as if the model is doing complex anticipatory computations of the movements it should make to get to the ball. In fact, the model is just continuously calculating the difference between perceived optical velocity and the reference for this velocity. The behavior of the optical velocity model suggests that the appearance of anticipation in purposive activities (Wing & Lederman, 1998) may be an illusion. The model shows the importance of identifying controlled variables and developing models that generate behavior by controlling these variables before concluding that any behavior is the result of anticipatory plans and calculations.
A second lesson from the model concerns reference states for controlled variables. An often unnoticed assumption that has been made since the earliest applications of control theory to human manual tracking behavior (McRuer & Krendel, 1959) is that the only possible reference state for controlled variables is zero. In studies of tracking this shows up as the assumption that any nonzero distance between the cursor and the target is an error. Of course, this is true only if the controller intends to keep the controlled variable-the distance between the cursor and the target-at zero. If the controller intends to keep the distance between cursor and target at some value other than zero (a nonzero reference state), then a nonzero distance between the cursor and the target is not an error. In fact, this nonzero distance is the distance that results in zero error.
The option of selecting a nonzero reference for the controlled variable is made explicit in PCT because the reference signal is shown in the diagram of the control system model of performance (see Figures  1 and 2) . Control system diagrams that are not based on PCT typically leave out the reference signal (see, for example, Tresilian, 1995, Figure 1, p. 692) , which seems to encourage the assumption that the control system is an input-output transfer function with a nominal offset (reference signal value) of zero. This is the assumption made by the OAC model of fly ball catching (Babler & Dannemiller, 1993; Tresilian, 1995) . The OAC model keeps optical velocity nonzero when its reference for optical acceleration is set to zero. But the nonzero optical velocity produced by the OAC model is not always the one that gets the fielder to the ball. The PCT-based optical velocity control model is able to catch balls that are missed by the OAC model because it explicitly sets a specific nonzero reference for vertical optical velocity.
PCT assumes that reference signals are set by higher-level control systems in the organism itself; the nonzero reference for vertical optical velocity is presumably set by a higher-level system that is controlling some other perception, such as the perception of the ball being caught. This is hierarchical control (Powers, 1979) . The higher-level systems in the hierarchy control perceptions by setting an appropriate (in this case nonzero) reference for the perceptions controlled by the lower-level systems (such as those controlling optical velocity). The fact that the optical velocity control model can catch the ball only when its reference 276 MARKEN for vertical optical velocity is set close to .4 units/s suggests that real fielders have learned to set the reference for the lower-level controlled variable (optical velocity) at .4 units/s to control the higher level perception: catching the ball.
Finally, the PCT-based optical velocity control model shows how behavior can be modeled using multiple independent control systems, each controlling a different variable. Most applications of control theory to behavior have used a single control system to model the behaving system. For example, Tresilian's (1995) PCT immediately suggests a simple solution to the problem of simulating behavior that involves controlling in two dimensions: Simply have separate control systems control different dimensions of perception. It might seem that these systems could work at cross purposes because the outputs of each system disturb the perceptual variable controlled by the other. But separate control systems can control their inputs successfully as long as the inputs controlled by each system represent independent perceptual degrees of freedom (Marken, 1992, pp. 185-206) . The control systems that make up the optical velocity control model successfully control two independent perceptual variables (vertical and lateral optical velocity) while automatically compensating for the effects their outputs have on the inputs to the other system. Output coordination is an automatic consequence of the control of several independent perceptual inputs.
Beyond baseball: Principles of a PCT-based psychology
The fly ball catching model shows how one familiar behavior-catching fly balls-can be seen as an observable side effect of the process of One principle of a PCT-based psychology is that behavior must be viewed in terms of the perceptual variables that an organism might be controlling. The behavior we see is presumed to be an observable side effect of the organism's efforts to keep controlled variables under control. This was the case in the fly ball catching studies, where it was assumed that the observed running patterns were a side of effect of the fielder's efforts to control an optical perception. An analogous situation exists for other observable behavior. For example, a PCT-based approach to understanding the observed egg-rolling behavior of the greylag goose (Lorenz, 1981) would be based on the assumption that the observed behavior is a side effect of the goose's efforts to control some perceptual variable, such as sensed pressure on the inside of the bill. Complex movements of the bill, such as those that occur when the egg is surreptitiously removed, could then be understood as outputs aimed at protecting the pressure perception (the controlled variable) from disturbance.
A second principle of a PCT-based psychology is that evidence of controlled variables must come from studies in which individuals are tested one at a time, as in the fly ball catching research. Runkel (1990) called this research approach the method of specimens. It should be possible to find evidence of many types of controlled variables in existing psychological studies of behavior, even if these studies were not intentionally designed to expose the existence of controlled variables. But this is true only if these studies used the method of specimens. Studies of the average behavior of groups of individuals cannot reveal what variables each individual is controlling unless all individuals happen to be controlling exactly the same variables. Indeed, the behavioral laws revealed by group averages can be precisely the opposite of the laws that actually characterize the behavior of the individuals in the group (Powers, 1990) .
One field of psychological research in which the method of specimens is common is the study of operant behavior. The goal of the study of operant behavior is ostensibly to discover the variables that control behavior. But it is possible to look at operant behavior from the perspective of PCT and see evidence of variables that are controlled by behavior (controlled variables). For example, studies of the effects of reinforcement schedules on behavior suggest that organisms vary their responding appropriately to keep rate of reinforcement constant (Staddon, 1979) . The rate at which reinforcements are received from the apparatus may be a variable that organisms control.
Another field of research in which the method of specimens is common is the study of cognitive processes. For example, Atwood and Polson (1976) studied problem solving by looking at the behavior of individual subjects solving water jar problems. Their research suggests that the relative amount of water in the jars is the controlled variable. The reference state for this variable seems to be the relative amounts of water in the jars in the solution state of the problem. Evidence that people try to make the current problem state look as much as possible like the solution state comes from the fact that, given a choice between a legal move that makes the relative amounts of water look more like the solution state and one that makes the relative amounts look less like the solution state, a person nearly always chooses the former rather than the latter. Trying to achieve this reference state for the controlled variable makes problem solution difficult because to solve a waterjar problem the person must select some moves that make the relative amounts of water in the jars look less, rather than more, like the solution state.
A third principle of a PCT-based psychology is that evidence of controlled variables must come from studies in which individuals can control the possible controlled variable. In the fly ball catching studies, fielders were able to control all possible controlled variables because impossible trajectories (leading to fly balls that could not be caught) were not used. But possible controlled variables often are found to be uncontrollable in otherwise appropriate studies of purposeful behavior. For example, in many operant scheduling experiments, the organism has very little influence over possible controlled variables, such as the amount of reinforcement received. The typical operant schedule is arranged so that the organism can get only a fraction of the reinforcement that it wants even when it is responding at its maximum rate. This means that it is impossible to tell whether any failure to keep a variable (such as reinforcement rate) at a particular level (reference state) occurs because the organism is not controlling the variable or because it cannot control the variable.
A fourth principle of a PCT-based psychology is that evidence of controlled variables must come from studies that use some version of the TCV to determine whether a particular variable is under control. The fly ball catching studies did use a version of the TCV in which possible controlled variables were monitored while disturbances (varying trajectories) were applied. Unfortunately, the steps involved in doing the TCV rarely are carried out in most psychological research studies. For example, the TCV is rarely applied in operant research. In particular, there is no monitoring of possible controlled variables while disturbances are applied.
It would be easy to replicate many operant experiments using the TCV. All that is needed is a way to produce disturbances while monitoring the state of possible controlled variables. A possible controlled variable such as reinforcement rate could be disturbed by delivering extra reinforcers after certain responses. Something like this was done by Teitelbaum (1966) , who added extra food pellets randomly after certain lever presses in an operant situation. Although Teitelbaum did not monitor the state of a hypothetical controlled variable while these disturbances occurred, the results suggest that organisms do adjust their response rates in a way that would keep some variable related to reinforcement rate under control.
Finally, a fifth principle of a PCT-based psychology is that the study of purposeful behavior must include the development of generative models that produce behavior by controlling the variables that are presumably being controlled by the real system. Generative models, such as Tresilian's (1995) model of fly ball catching behavior, make it possible to determine whether observed behaviors, such as the running patterns seen when fielders catch fly balls, would be produced by a system controlling the presumed controlled variables. Moreover, generative models make it possible to see whether the observed behaviors can be produced in an environment like that in which the real systems must behave.
Conclusion
This article has described an approach to understanding the purposeful behavior of living systems in terms of controlled variables. The approach, based on PCT, was illustrated in the context of studies aimed at determining how outfielders catch fly balls. The central feature of this approach is research aimed at discovering the variables organisms control when performing various purposeful behaviors. This research involves testing for controlled variables using the TCV and developing generative models that produce the behavior under study by controlling these variables. In the case of research on fly ball catching behavior, the TCV suggested three variables that fielders might be controlling when they run to intercept the ball: optical velocity, optical acceleration, and LOT. A generative model of fly ball catching suggests that the most likely controlled variable is optical velocity. The model also suggests a way to eliminate LOT as a possible controlled variable by looking for the effect of lateral wind disturbances on the optical path of the fly ball.
Once a controlled variable has been identified correctly, it is possible to understand many aspects of the behavior under study. The optical velocity control model (Figure 2) shows how correct identification of a controlled variable (optical velocity) makes it possible to understand many aspects of the behavior observed when fielders catch fly balls. The model also makes clear (and thus clearly falsifiable) predictions of other behaviors that should be observed (Figure 4 ) if fielders actually do control optical velocity.
According to PCT, all purposeful behavior involves controlling some perceptual aspect of the environment. This means that it should be
